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0. Introduction 
Construction of bounded harmonic functions on complete simply connected Riemannian 
manifolds with negative curvature has been studied for over two decades. Until recently the line 
of attack was to solve the Dirichlet problem at infinity. For such a manifold M” one considers 
the compactification M” = M” U S, (44”) with the ideal boundary S, (M”) (for details see [9] j 
and then asks the question whether every continuous function on S, extends continuously and 
n harmonically to M . 
There are two approaches to the Dirichlet problem. One uses probabilistic methods by ex- 
amining the asymptotic behavior of the Brownian motion ([ 11, 12, 1, lo]). The other uses the 
Perron method. By a theorem of Choi the existence of appropriate barrier functions can be 
deduced form the following convexity property (see [S]): 
CM. Every two distinct points P, Q E Soo(Mn) can be separated in M” by convex sets. 
In the case when the sectional curvatures K are bounded, -a* < K -c - 1, the solvability 
of the Dirichlet problem at infinity was shown by [3, 121. In this case the Martin boundary was 
also identified with the ideal boundary (see [4, 11). 
Later the solvability of the Dirichlet problem was proven under weaker conditions. Namely. 
one can replace the lower bound on the curvature by a quadratic growth condition ([ IO]) or by 
an exponential growth condition ([5]). 
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Despite all this, the general case remained open, and for good reason, because quite recently 
Ancona has constructed a counterexample to the Dirichlet problem (see [2, Theorem A]). He 
showed that there is a complete simply connected manifold M” with sectional curvatures < - 1, 
such that every bounded harmonic function extending continuously to the ideal boundary must 
be constant. This shows that the Dirchlet problem at infinity, as we stated it, cannot be solved in 
general. From [8] it follows that on such a manifold the convexity property cannot be true as well. 
However, the question whether there are nontrivial bounded harmonic functions on complete 
simply connected negatively curved manifolds with sectional curvatures < - 1, remained open. 
The aim of this paper is to give a different proof of Ancona’s results. Our construction is 
somewhat similar to that of [2] but the method of proof is completely different with the added 
benefit that while showing that the Dirichlet problem at infinity is not solvable we can, at 
the same time, construct nontrivial bounded harmonic functions (Section 4). Of course, such 
harmonic functions cannot be extended continuously to the ideal boundary. These harmonic 
functions are somewhat special in the sense that they cannot be constructed via Choi’s method 
using convex sets. 
Although the underlying constructions are the same we formulate the results in two theorems. 
The first deals with the convexity property CM and the second one with the Dirichlet problem 
itself. 
Theorem 1. There is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold M3 of dimension 3 
with sectional curvatures c -1, such that there is a point P E S,(M3) with the following 
property: the convex hull of every neighborhood U of P in M3 contains the whole manifold M3. 
The statement is the same as [2, Corollary C]. This is a natural first step in trying to find a 
counterexample to the Dirichlet problem. We have arrived at this construction independently of 
Ancona (see [6]) hoping that it provides a counterxample too. While we were working on the 
details we learned of [2]. 
The nonsolvability of the Dirichlet problem is a consequence of [2, Theorem A], which states 
that the Brownian motion converges to a single point on the ideal boundary with probability 1. 
In our case a family of bounded nontrivial harmonic functions is constructed in Section 4 to 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. There is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold M3 of dimension 3 
with sectional curvatures < - 1 and apoint P E S,( M3), such thatfor every bounded harmonic 
function $r on M3 and every neighborhood U of P we have 
foreveryx E M3. 
Clearly, for such an M3, there is no nontrivial bounded harmonic function extending contin- 
uously to the ideal boundary near P. From the proof it will be clear that the neighborhoods U 
of P can be replaced by smaller sets from which a somewhat sharper esult could be deduced. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the first section we describe the construction of 
M3 as a warp product of the hyperbolic half plane and the circle. Following that, we work out 
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the formulae for the curvature tensor. Instead of using local coordinates we use appropriately 
chosen vector fields. The crucial part is contained in Section 2 and Section 3. In Section 2 
we explain the idea of the construction and prove Theorem 1. As it turns out. on the technical 
level, this will be the consequence of the integrability of some linear partial differential equation 
related to the metric. In Section 3 using the results of the previous section we construct a family 
of bounded subharmonic functions which in turn, via the “Perron principle,” will produce the 
nontrivial bounded harmonic functions (Section 4). These are then used to deduce Theorem 2. 
Some trivial but necessary computations are relegated to Section 5. 
1. Preliminaries 
In what follows all functions (if not stated otherwise) are assumed to be of class CDc. Let 
L ,C HZ ( - 1) be a fixed unit speed geodesic of the hyperbolic plane H” (- 1) of curvature - 1 
and let H be one of the components of H2( - 1) - L. We define M3 by the following warp 
product 
M’==(HUL)x,S’, 
where S’ is the unit circle and g : H U L + R is a smooth nonnegative function to be determined 
later. The metric on M” has the form 
The manifold M” is foliated by totally geodesic leaves isometric to H and it is symmetric with 
respect to rotations around the axis L. The fact that we use the hyperbolic manifold of curvature 
- 1 is not important but simplifies certain computations. The crux of the matter is to choose the 
function g : H CJ L + IR+ appropriately. 
To compute the curvature tensor we choose appropriate commuting vector fields. On H U L 
we use Fermi coordinates (s, r) along L, where s denotes the parameter on L and Y is the 
distance from L. That is, the point Q(s, r) is on the geodesic perpendicular to L at the point 
L(s) at distance r from L. The unit circle S’ is parametrized by e’O[, 0 < a < 2~. This gives a 
coordinate system on M”. We now introduce the following vector fields: 
These are commuting vector fields, that is, their Lie brackets vanish. 
[T, M] = [T, N] = [N, M] = 0. (1.1) 
Due to the symmetry and the special choice of the metric the metric tensor (. , .) M (or simply 
(. , .) when there is no danger of confusion) will depend only on the coordinates (r, s) and satisfy 
(T, M) = (T, N) = (N, M) = 0, ( 1.2) 
(7’7 7-j = 1, (N, N) = g(s, r>, (M, M) = h(r), (1.3) 
where g(s. r) is a nonnegative Cw function and h(r) = cash’ r. 
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This defines a Riemannian metric on M3 - L, which will smoothly extend to M3 if we 
require that g(s, r) = sinh* r for small r. This will make M3 , in this neighborhood, isometric 
to H3(- 1). The trajectories of T are geodesics in M3 and in H as well. 
First we need to calculate the covariant derivatives of these vector fields. By the well-known 
formula for the vector fields T, M, N 
2(VrM, N) = T(M, N) + M(T, N) - N(T, M) 
- KT, Nl, W - KM, Nl, T) - (IT, Ml, N, 
and by ( 1 . l)-( 1.3) we have the following formulae: 
(1.4) 
VrT = 0, VrN = gl-N, 
2g 
VrM = $M, (1.5) 
VNN = +T - EM, VNM = &N, 
2g 
VMM = -;T. (1.6) 
We do not have to compute the rest of the covariant derivatives because the vector fields T, M, N 
commute. 
Next we compute the curvature tensor R in the basis T, M, N. 
(R(T, N)T, N) = (VNVTT - VrVNT, N) 
=-(Vr($N);N)=-(($-$)+$) 
Similarly we get 
Taking into account that Ng = Nh = 0 we have 
(R(N, M)N, M) = (VMVNN - VNV~N, M) 
(R(N, M)N, T) = -9 + e + = 
4g 
and 
(R(M, N)M, T) = 0. 
Using these formulae we will be able to compute the curvature of any two-plane. 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
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2. Proof of Theorem 1 
In this section we are going to show that for an appropriate choice of g(s, r) the convex hull 
property (CM) will not hold for the manifold M3. The idea is very simple. Let P E S,(M3) be 
the point on the idea1 boundary defined by the geodesic L in the positive direction (L(W) = P). 
Take a cone neighborhood of P centered around L and take a circle on the frustum of the cone 
with its center on the geodesic L (this is one of the circle-component of the warp product). Let 
Q. R be nearby points on this circle. If we now choose the function g(s, r) such that it is larger 
inside the cone than outside then the geodesic connecting Q and R will tend to go outside the 
cone rather then inside. This is simply because the geodesic runs roughly along the vector field 
N and the length of N is smaller outside than inside. This will make the convex hull of the cone 
actually larger than the cone itself and with a careful choice of g(s. v) we can achieve that it 
becomes the whole manifold. 
Let us first start with the convex hulls of the circle-components (that are circles with centers 
on the line L). The argument will be based on the following simple observation. 
Claim 1. Let C he some closed set in some complete Riemannian manifold N”. Suppose that 
y : [O. 1 I --+ C is a smooth curve. Then the vector,field V,p is inward to the conve_x hull of C. 
Where by inward we mean the following: given a closed set B c N”, a point Q E B and 
a tangent vector Y E TQN”, we say that Y is inward for B if there is a sequence of points 
Q,, E B, Qn + Q such that 
lim QQn 
Y 
n+E IlQQnIlw~ = - IiyiiN” ’ 
where QQn E T,N” denotes the tangent vector “pointing” from Q to Qn. 
Recause the manifold M” and the circles in question are both rotationally symmetric with 
respect to L the convex hull will be rotationally symmetric as well. Therefore it is enough to 
work with the variables r, s only. We imagine H to be the upper half-plane where the variable 
s plays the role of the variable x (horizontal direction) and the variable r gives the vertical 
direction. 
Let S,,, ri, be the circle-component of the warp product passing through the point Q(so* r(j) E 
H. This is also the trajectory of the vector field N emanating from the point Q(sa, r(j). Denote 
by r the trajectory of the vectorfield V,vN emanating from the point Q(so, ro) and terminating 
on the line L, and by )/ the geodesic connecting the points Q(so, ro) and R(so. 0). Let us 
now assume that g,7 3 0 and g, > 0, that is, the A4 and T components of VN N are always 
nonpositive, then, in view of Claim 1, the following statement comes easily from the theory of 
ordinary differential equations. 
Claim 2. Assuming that g, 2 0 and g, > 0, the convex hull qf the circle S,,,,,.,, contains the 
region obtained by rotating the subset of H enclosed by the curves r, y and L around L. 
Proof. Let us denote by V = V,,,,, the intersection of the closed convex hull of S,,,,,, and H. 
Naturally, V is a closed convex subset of H. Since the convex hull is rotationally symmetric, 
by Claim 1, the CDc vector field VN N is inward for V at every point of V. Therefore, it follows 
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(cf. [7]), that every trajectory of the vector field VNN starting from V will remain in V. This 
implies that r c V and since the convex hull is rotationally symmetric the statement follows. 
As a matter of fact the convex hull and the region described above will turn out to be the 
same but, for now, we do not need this. 
How far the convex hull bulges out depends on the size of the M component of V,,I N. This 
is described by the following lemma which gives a sufficient condition for Theorem 1. 
Lemma 2.1. Let us set g,/(g,h) = p(s, r). Suppose that p(s, r) is nondecreasing in the 
variable s and &” p(s, r) dr = co for every s E ES. Then the convex hull of any neighborhood 
of P is the whole manifold M3. 
Proof. Recall that VN N = - igr (T + p(s) r ) M). Then an elementary computation shows that 
if Q (rO, SO) and R (~1, rl ) with so < sI are on the same trajectory of ON N then 
s rl Sl -so 3 PCS, ro> dr. ro 
Notice also, that every neighborhood of P contains a set Mz = {(s, r, cr) E M3 : s 3 a} for 
large enough a > 0. These two observations combined with Claim 2 will complete the proof 
of the lemma. 
Next, we establish necessary conditions for the sectional curvatures. Every two-plane inter- 
sects the two-plane spanned by the vectors T, M, therefore it contains a unit vector of the form 
(a/z/i;)M + bT where a2 + b* = 1. To show that the sectional curvature of every two-plane 
containing the vector (a/&)&Z + bT is less than -k, for some 0 < k < 1, we need to show 
that the sum of the Ricci tensor Ricc(. , .) in the direction of the vector (a/fi)M + bT and 
the metric tensor multiplied by k, is negative definite. That is, we have to show that for every 
tangent vector X with (X, (a/&)M + bT) = 0 we have 
Ricc(X, X) = R -f--M + bT, X aA4 + bT, X 
( ( & > fi ) 
+ k(X, X) < 0. (2.1) 
To this end we compute the matrix of the Ricci form in a special orthonormal basis. Let 
X = (b/&)M - aT and Y = N/,&. Then denoting by K(T, M) the sectional curvature of 
the two-plane spanned by the vectors T, M we have 
h *T h? 
--- 
Ricc(X, X) = K(T, M) = WV’, MIT, W = _ 2’ 
IIT A Mll* 
4;2 = _1 
h 
=a 
2 (RW, NM, N) 
hg 
+ zab (RcN, T)N, M) + b2 (R(N, T)N, T) 
4% g ’ 
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Then all the sectional curvatures -C -k if Ricc(Y, Y) -C -k. That is, we need 
grr ‘2 --- 
2 4g 
> k.g 
and 
(R(N, M)N. M) + k - 
hg >( 
(R(N, T)N. 2 + k 
g 
We look for the function g(s, r) as the solution of the following partial differential equation 
g,(s, r) = pts, r)htr)g,ts. r>, (2.4) 
where the function p(s, r) is the same as in Lemma 2.1. That is, we need to find an appropriate 
function p(s, r) and the appropriate initial conditions for (2.4). 
First we establish sufficient conditions for p(s. r) and g(s, r) in order for the sectional 
curvatures to be negative. 
It will be convenient o use the following notation: 
,=k!t. 
2 4g 
(2.5) 
From the definition of p and from (I. 10) and ( 1.11) we have 
Now condition (2.3) reads as 
( grhr > khg@ + kg (ph12@ + 4 + tph)WLgr + P.&2 + (/,h)‘($ - 2 2 > 
+ (ph);g,z + (phr12g,’ + 
4 16 
‘(ph)(ph) g o _ (ph)(phr)gr@ 
r r 
2 
This is true for p = 0 and g(s, r) = sinh* Y because in this case M3 is isometric to H’(- I). 
Therefore for small I-, say Y -C l/10, we choose p = 0 and g(s, r) = sinh2 r. We claim that if 
for Y 3 1 / 10 we choose g (s, r) such that 
gr 3 hrg 
hrg, 
and 0 3 - 
8 
and choose p(s, r) 3 0 such that 
hr 
and pp,.h’ -c - 
1000’ 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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then, for k = I/ 1000, the above inequality will be satisfied. This, in turn, would imply (2.3). 
Taking into account that (2.2) follows from (2.6) this would mean that all the sectional curvatures 
of M3 are less than -k = - l/ 1000. 
The term (ph)*02 appears on both sides, so we do not have to worry about it. For r 3 l/ 10 we 
have 2h > h, > h/20 (recall that h(r) = cash* r) and from (2.6) and (2.7) it is easy to see that the 
term $gr h, 0 dominates all the other terms on the right hand side (including the term i pS hg, 0 
on the left hand side) except the terms in parenthesis, ((ph)(ph),g,O - i(ph)(ph,)g,O). 
However, the second part of (2.7) shows that 
+g,h,@ + ;(ph)(ph),g,@ > (ph)(ph),g,@ - ;(ph)(&)g,@, 
which conludes the argument. 
Therefore we need to choose the function p(s, r) in such a way that it satisfies (2.7) and the 
initial conditions for (2.4) such that the solution satisfies (2.6). 
Next, we want to show that the differential equation (2.4) preserves condition (2.6). That is, 
if (2.6) is true for the initial data then it will also be true for the solution. For this, it will be 
convenient o require, in addition to (2.7) that ph sould be an increasing convex function, that 
is 
(ph), 3 0 and (ph),, 3 0. (2.8) 
We will look for the function g in the form 
g(s, Y) = er(s,r), 
Then (2.6) reads as follows 
8, 3 h,g and $g(t,’ + 2&) 3 &gt,. 
For this it is enough to have 
tr 3 h, and t,, 3 0, (2.9) 
where the function t (s, r) satisfies the same differential equations as g does 
ts = (ph)t,. (2.10) 
Observing that any function satisfying (2.10) must be constant along the trajectories of the 
vector field (ph)a/ar - 13/&s, the solution of the diferential equation above is indeed simple. 
The following lemma shows that (2.9) is “preserved” by the differential equation (2.10). 
Lemma 2.2. Let (ph)(s, r) 3 0 be a convex nondecreasing function in the variable Y and 
fi c I% x IRf be a closed set such thatfor every point Q(s, r) the trajectory of the vector$eld 
2 = (ph); - & 
emanating from Q will reach fl and if (~1, rl) E fl then (~1, r) E fi for every 0 < r < r-1. 
Suppose that t (s, r) is a smooth solution of the differential equation ts = (ph)t, and it is 
defined on the half-plane {(s, r) : r > a > 0}, for some a > 0. Then, if t (s, r) satisfies (2.9) 
on R II {(s, r) : r 3 a}, then it will satisfy (2.9) on the entire halfplane {(s, r) : r > a} as well. 
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Proof. From (2.10) we have 
This shows, that if t,, 3 0 then t, is a nondecreasing function in the variable s. On the other 
hand, the conditions imposed on R imply that for any point (s, r) there is a point (s’, r) E 52 with 
s’ $ s. Indeed, let (s’, r’) E fi be the point where the trajectory of the vectorfield Z emanating 
from the point (s, r) intersect C2. Then s’ < s and since ph 3 0, r’ 3 r. The second condition 
imposed on R shows that (s’, r) E s2. Since t(r, s) satisfies (2.9) on 52 fl {(s, r) : Y 3 u), these 
two observations imply that if t,.,. , > 0 on the half plane {(s, r) : r 3 a) then t,(.s, r) 3 h,-(r) 
on the same set as well. Therefore, it is enough to show that t,, 3 0 on ((s, r) : Y 3 a}. 
Let Qi(si, ri), Q(s), r~), Qs(si, rj) with a 6 rI < r2 < 1-3 be three points. From the 
assumption on fi we know that there are points Q’, (~2, r;), Q;(s,, r;). Q;(s,, r;) E L? for some 
sz < sI. such that Q; and Q:, for i = 1, 2, 3, are on the same trajectory of the vector lield 
Z. Along these trajectories the function t(s, r) is constant. Since the iJ/ar component of the 
vector field Z is always nonnegative, it follows that the points Qi, i = 1, 2, 3, belong to the 
set fi n {(s, r) : r 3 a). We want to show that r3 -- ~2 3 r2 - rl implies r; - r; 3 ri - r;. 
Since the trajectories of the vector field Z depend continuously on the initial point it is enough 
to show that r3 - t-2 > r2 - rl implies rj - r; > r; - r;. This will be a simple consequence of 
the fact that ph is a convex nondecreasing function in the r variable. 
Let yj (s) = (si - s, r;(s)) for s E [0, si - sz] and i = 1,2, 3 be the trajectories of the vector 
field Z. We have 
&(n(s) - rjC.7)) = (ph)(sl -s, ri(s>> -- (ph)(sl - s, r,(s)). 
The function ph is nondecreasing and convex in the r variable therefore 
&in(s) - r?(s)) - z(rz(s) - r,(s)) > 0 if r?(s) - r?(s) :Z rl(.s) - rI (s). 
Since rj(O) - r?(O) > rl(0) - rl(O), this implies that rj(s) - r?(s) > Ye - rI(.s) for 
0 :.C s < si - ~1, which, for s = si - ~2, yields r; - r; > r; - r;. 
From this the conclusion is simple. Let us assume now that the points Qi (J., , rl), Qz(sl, rz). 
QJ(SI, ri) with rl -c rz -c t-3 are equidistant. We show the convexity of t in the r variable by 
showing that the Jensen inequality holds for these points. From the discussion above it follows 
that ri - ri 3 ri - r;. On Sz n {(s, r) : r > a} the function t (s, r) is convex and nondecreasing 
in the variable r therefore t(sz, r;) < (t(sz, r;) + t (~2, r;))/2. However, being on the same 
tra,jectory we have t(s?, r,!) = t(sl, r;) for i = 1, 2. 3 which proves the Jensen inequality and 
the convexity as well. 
Next we want to deal with the solvability of (2.4). Set 
Q = {(s, r) E IR x R+ : s < -l(r), r 3 O}, 
where I(r) is an increasing function with Z(0) = 0 and lim,,, f(r) = cm to be specified later. 
We set p = 0 on fi, that is, any solution of (2.4) will depend only on the variable r on a. To be 
able to solve (2.4) on the entire upper half-plane with initial conditions given on the set fi we 
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need that every trajectory of the vector field Z intersects a. A necessary condition is that 
s co dr (phh 3 0 and r. PCS, rlh6-j = 00, (2.11) 
for every rg > 0, s E R (if ph becomes 0 we consider the integral to be co). This means 
only that in the horizontal direction (in the direction of the variable s) every trajectory will be 
unbounded. In the context of the Riemannian manifold M3 it implies that every trajectory will 
converge to the point L(-co) E S,(M3>. 
Once we found a function ph satisfying (2.1 l), it is easy to see, that we can always find a 
sufficiently slowly increasing function 1 (r) such that no trajectory can miss the set !G?. 
To summerize this, let us list all the conditions that the function p(s, r) must satisfy. For the 
convex hull property, by virtue of Lemma 2.1, we need that 
(ph),s 3 0 and 
s 
a3 p(s, r) dr = co, (2.12) 
0 
for every s E R. In addition to this, we need that p = 0 on the set !G? and satisfies (2.7), (2.8) 
and (2.11). Moreover, we need to find a function go(r) satisfying (2.6) on the set SJ to serve as 
initial condition for the differential equation (2.4). 
First we construct the initial condition go(r) as an appropriate C” modification of the C’ 
function go(r) defined as follows. Set go(r) = sinh* Y on [0, l/10] and on [l/10, 00) let 
go(r) be the solution of the differential equation f’ = dl h’f with initial condition f (l/ 10) = 
sinh*(l/lO), where dl = l/ sinh2(1/10) > 1. A simple computation shows that go(r) is C’ on 
[O,c~),itisC~on[O, l/lO)U(l/lO,oo)andon[l/lO,oo)ithastheform~O(r) =d2ed1”i”h2r, 
where d2 > 0 is an appropriate constant. It is also easy to check that go(r) satisfies the sharper 
form of (2.6) that is g, > h,g and 0 > ih,g,, where at the point r = l/10 one can take either 
the left-hand or the right-hand second derivative. Using standard smoothing argument (cutting 
off the function then smoothing with convolution), it is clear, that for every E, 6 > 0 there is a Coo 
functiongo,suchthat& = gaon[O, l/10-•]U[l/lO+~,oo)andforr E (l/10--~, l/10+6) 
one has 
Igo - go(r I&(r) - g@)l < 6 
and 
inf 
E(l/lO-c. l/lo+c) 
$(t) - 6 < g;j(r) -c sup g(t) + 6. 
tE(l/lO-t. l/lo+t) 
Since we have strict inequalities in (2.6) for go(r) if we choose E, S > 0 sufficiently small, the 
C” modification go will satisfy (2.6) everywhere. The restriction of this function to the set Q 
will serve as the initial condition for (2.4) and the solution g(s, r) will provide the metric for 
the manifold M3. 
Next, we determine the function p(s, r). First we disregard the requirement hat p = 0 on 
the set Q and construct an auxiliary function pa(r) independent of the variable s but satisfying 
all the remaining conditions listed above. To this end we need to find slowly increasing strictly 
convex functions. A family of such functions is given by the following elementary lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Consider the differential equution 
with initial conditions f(a) = cl, f’(a) = Q, where a, cl, c -2, t > 0. Then the solution 
f’(r) > 0 exists on the interval [a, 00) and 
Proof. Suppose s,” dr/f‘(r) < ~3, then f’(r) < c2 + ECU for r > a which implies that 
f’rr) x CI + (Q + Ecx)(r - a) leading to a contradiction. 
To show that (2.7) and (2.8) will be satisfied it will be convenient o use the following simple 
statement: 
Lemma 2.4. L/et f‘(r) he a C’ nondecreasing convex,function on [a. 00) with f(r) 3 1. 
f’“(r) 6 1 for r 3 u > 1 and f’(a)h(a) < f(n)h’(a), where h(r) denotes the samr,function 
as in ( 1.3) (h(r 1 = cash’ r). Then, thefunction 
.f PI/h(r) 
is decreasing 012 [a, 02). 
Proof. We need to show that (f/h)’ < 0, or equivalently, that the inequality f’(t)/z(r) - 
f’(r)h’(t) < 0 holds fort > a. Suppose it is not true and let to = inf{t > u : .f’(t)h(t) - 
f(t)h’(t) 3 0). Then, differentiating f’(t)h(t) - ,f (t)h’(t) at the point to, we must have 
,f”(to)h(to) - f’(to)h”(to) 3 0. 
which, in view of f”’ 6 1. ,f 3 1 and h” > h, is impossible 
We now construct the function pa(r). For a sequence 0 < 1 < 2 < rl < ‘. < r,, < r,,+I < 
. . where rrl+ I -- rn > 3 and rl is sufficiently large, we determine the function PO(r) inductively 
on the intervals [r,,. r,l+l]. 
We set pa = 0 on [O. I] and on [ 1, 21, po will be a slowly increasing function satisfying (2.7) 
and (2.8). We continue po as a constant on [ 1, rl J, where rI is chosen large enough such that 
(p&)(r~) > 1 andrr/h(rl) < l/1000. 
On the interval [ rl , cm) we are going to define p. so that it is nonincreasing, lim,,, PO(Y) = 0 
and p~lz is an increasing strictly convex function. This will immediately show that (2.X) and 
the second part of (2.7) is true. Therefore, we only have to worry about the first part of (2.7). 
namely the inequality: I( po),. 1 -c 5/ 1000 (po < l/ 1000 will be automatically clear since [>o is 
nonincreasing). 
On the next interval [rl, rx] (and in general on the intervals [Y~,,...I, rz,,]) we consider a C’ 
continuation of (poh) satisfying the differential equation in Lemma 2.3 with E = l/2, that is 
1 
(Po12),,- = ~ 
2poh. 
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This immediately yields (2.8) for pa. Applying Lemma 2.4 to the function f = poh with a = ~1 
shows that pa is decreasing on [YI , t-21. 
Taking into account that pah is increasing, from the definition of pah we have the following 
estimate for r > rr 
(Poh)re-) < (Poh)rG-I) + (;oh)l,). 
Since (pa),.(rt) = 0, po is decreasing, h,./h < 2, r/h(r) < l/lOOOand (poh)(rl) > 1 it yields 
r 5 
I(Po>~@>~ < 4p0h) + - < - 
h(r) 1000 
This shows that (2.7) and (2.8) remain valid and that in (2.8) we have strict inequalities. To 
make it a Coo function we modify pa on the interval [r-l, t-1 + l] (and in general on the intervals 
[rzn+l, ryn+l + 11) into a Coo function. Obviously, we can do this such that (2.7), (2.8) and 
@oh),, > 1/(4poh) remain true. 
On the next interval [YZ, t-31 (and in general on the intervals [rzn, rzn+l]) we choose po to be 
constant. Again, the function pa(r) can be modified on the interval [t-2 - 1, r2] (and in general 
on the intervals [rzn - 1, r-a,]) to become a smooth nonincreasing function still satisfying the 
inequalities (2.7), (2.8) and (poh),, > 1/(4poh). 
Since po is constant on [rz, r-31 and poh is convex increasing, the conditions of Lemma 2.4 
are satisfied therefore we can repeat the above construction for the intervals [t-3, t-41 and [t-d, t-51 
and in general for the intervals [rzn_l, rzn] and [rZn, rZn+l] such that the inequalities (2.7) and 
(2.8) are satisfied for r > 0 and (poh),, > 1/(4poh) is true for r > rl. For a sufficiently small 
0 < E < l/4 (the choice of E depends on the choice of po on [ 1,2]) we will also have 
(poh)rr > 5 for r 3 2. (2.13) 
We now turn our attention to the integral conditions (2.11) and (2.12). Because p. > 0 is 
constant on the intervals [rzn, Y~~+I] if we choose these intervals large enough we can achieve 
that 
s 
@“+I 
p0k> dr > 1, 
Qn 
which implies (2.12) for po. Similarly by choosing the intervals [on+, , r2n+2] large enough, in 
view of Lemma 2.3, we can achieve that 
s 
f-2n+2 dr 
r2n+l m(r)h(r) 
> 1, 
which implies (2.11) for po. This also shows that 
lim pa(r) = 0. 
r-00 
Otherwise, since p. is nonincreasing on [2, oo), pa(r) > 6 > 0 on [2, co) for some 6 > 0. The 
function h(r) = cash r is an exponential function therefore the integral in (2.11) is finite which 
leads to a contradiction. This concludes the construction of PO(r). 
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To complete the construction of p(s, r), we need to “cut-off” po such that it vanishes on a. 
Fix a smooth increasing step function t(s) with c(s) = 0 for s < 0, e(s) = l/2 for s > 4 and 
t’. I<“] < l/2 and <” + 6 > 0. 
Recall, that the set S2 was given by the formula 
a = {(s, r) E IR x IFi+ : s < -Z(r)}, I(0) = 0 
for some nondecreasing function I(r), yet to be determined, with limrim Z(r) = co. 
We define the cut-off function by 
x(s, r) = <(s + l(r)) 
and the function p(s, r) by 
~6. r) = x (.y, r)p06-> 
This function clearly vanishes on a. 
We need to choose the function I(r) in such a way that, in addition to (2.7) and (2.8) we will 
have 
lim I(r) = m (2.14) 
r+cX 
and every trajectory of the vector field 2 = (ph)a/i1r - a/& will intersect Q. 
The first condition, that is (2.14), shows that (2.12) remains true for p(s, r) while the second 
condition implies the solvability of the differential equation (2.4). 
Define the function I(r) in the following way. Let I(0) = 0 and set l’(r) = 0 on the interval 
[O. 21 and l’(r) = c/p& on the interval [3, co), with the same E as in (2.13). Taking into account 
that Z”(r) = -Z’(p&),/pah, it is clear that the two pieces can be connected smoothly such that 
for r > 0 we have 
I”(r) 3 -i-9 andalso O<Z’< E. 
poh 
(2.15) 
In view of (2.11) Z(r) will satisfy (2.14). 
We now show that every trajectory of the vector held Z intersects R. First observe that if 
the trajectory emanating from the point (s, r) does not leave the strip ((s, r) : r < 2) then it 
must intersect Q, since the horizontal component of Z is - 1. Therefore, it is enough to consider 
trajectories of Z emanating from points (SO, ra) s+! fi with YO > 2. Let s = r(r) be such a 
trajectory parametrized by Y and denote the horizontal distance of (r(r), r) to fi by d(r), that 
is. d(r) = I’(r) + Z(r). Since the vertical component (ph) of Z is positive outside fi this can 
be done, and for a point (s, r) on the trajectory we have r > ro > 2. Recalling the definitions 
of Z and Z(r) a simple computation shows that 
1 
-d’(r) = ___ 
2--E 1 
xpoh 
- Z’(r) 3 - 
poh ’ Poh’ 
Applying (2.11) to the above, it shows that d(r) -+ 0 within “finite time,” that is, r intersects a. 
We now have to check that all the properties remain true for the function p(s, r). As a 
consequence of (2.14) it is clear that (2.11) and (2.12) will remain true for p = xpo too. For any 
fixed ~1 E Iw only a finite segment of the line s = sI can be in Q, that is, there is number r.$, E IRf 
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suchthatZ(r)+si > 4forr > r,,.Thisimpliesthatforr > r,, wehavep(si,r) = (1/2)po(r) 
which in turn implies (2.11) and (2.12) for p(s, r). 
There are only two things remained to be shown. These are the inequalities (2.7) and (2.8). 
We constructed the function po(s, r) in such a way that these inequalities true for pe. We now 
show that they remain valid for the function p(s, r) too. Recall that pa(r) = 0 for Y < 1 
therefore we have to deal with the case when Y > 1 only. 
Let us first compute the derivatives of the function x . From the definition we have 
xr = U’, xrr = <“(1’)2 + {‘l”, xs = t’ < l/2. 
From this, the first part of (2.7) is immediate, For the second part we need that 
(2.16) 
pprh2 =x*po(poM* + xxrtpoh)2 < A. 
Recall that po satisfies (2.7), that is PO, 1 (p& 1 < 5/1000,thereforewehavethatx2pa(pa),h2 -C 
h,/2000. Taking also into account that I’ < c/poh with 0 -C E -C l/4 (cf. (2.15)) and x < l/2 
we have 
hr 
xxr(poh)* < ;<'poh -c &h < - 2000. 
This proves that p(s, r) satisfies the inequalities (2.7). 
For the second set of inequalities (2.8) we see that the first part follows from (2.15) and (2.16) 
immediately. As for the second part we need 
(ph),, = xrr(poh) + 2x,(poh), + x @oh),, 
= $“(1’)2(poh) + U”(poh) + 2t’l’(poh), + t(poh)rr 3 0. 
We break this inqualiy into two parts 
U”(poh) + C’l’(poh), 2 0 
and 
<“(l’)*(poh) + e(poh)lr 3 0. 
The first inequality is a simple consequence of (2.15). For the second inquality recall that 
6” + < > 0 and 1’ = 0 for r < 2. In view of this, it is enough to show that 
V)*(poh) < (poh),, for Y > 2, 
which follows from (2.15) and (2.13) immediately. 
This concludes the construction of the manifold M3. We now have all the ingredients to solve 
(2.4). Denote the solution of (2.4) with initial condition go(r) given on Q by g(s, r). By virtue 
of (2.11) we see that the solution exists everywhere on R x IWf. 
We have to show that g(s, r) satisfies (2.6). First assume that r 6 1. Since p(s, r) = 
x(s, r)po(r) = 0 for r < 1 by construction, the differential equation (2.4) implies that g, = 0, 
that is, g(s, r) = go(r) for Y < 1, therefore it satisfies (2.6). 
For r > 1 write go(r) = etoCr) and let t (s, r) be the solution of the differential equation (2.10) 
on the upper half-plane with initial condition to(r) given on the set Q. Then it is easy to see that 
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by rotating C,7 around the L-axis. Choose the normal field on F, such that at the point L(s) the 
normal vector should point in the positive direction of L. 
We define the function q~(s, r) in the following way. Let q(s, r) be constant along the surfaces 
F, for s E R and when r = 0 we set 
cP(O, S) = f(s) = max 0, z tan-‘(8(s - a)) , 
i I 
(3.2) 
for some fixed small 0 < 6 < I which is independent of the parameter a. 
To show that (o is subharmonic it is enough to show that Acp > 0 on the region M, = U,y,, F,. 
Since q~ and the manifold are both rotationally symmetric it is enough to work on the set 
H,, = Usacr C,7. Observe also that since &O”( l/A), dr = - 1 and q(r) was constructed in such 
a way that q(r) 3 (l/a),. (cf. (3. I)), f ors>awehaveC,c((s,r):s>a-l}.Thisshows 
that on the region {(s, r) E H, : r > Ti} we have p(s, r) = po(r)/2. 
To compute A~I, first we compute Hess q~ in the basis { Vq, X, NJ. In the direction of X, N 
the Hessian is closely related to the 2nd fundamental form of the level surfaces, that is 
Hess cp(X. X) = (VxVq, X) = -IVq~l(Vxx, Y) = lVq~lSr(X, X), 
Hess cp(N, N) = (VNV~, N) = -lVqol(V~N, Y) = IVqlSr(N. N). 
where Y is the unit normal field in the direction of Vqo, and Sr denotes the 2nd fundamental 
form of F, with respect to Y. 
The normal field Y has the form 
y= M-qhT 
$zp? 
and a simple computation shows that 
(VXX, Y) qrh + qhr + ;q3hhr -- = 
(Ir’, w d-(1 + q2hj 
(3.3) 
Assuming that qr -c l/G, (cf. (3.1)) a simple estimate shows that (in view of h, < 2h) 
Hess q(X, X) 
(X9 X) 
3 -4lVql. (3.4) 
Next we compute Hess cp(N, N). Using (1.6) we have 
(VNN, Y) = 
-0 
2$z7P 
(P - q>. 
From the fact that q < p -c 1 we see that (VN N, Y) < 0 and from the first part of (2.6) we 
have the following estimate 
Hess cp(N, N) 
(N, N) 
’ lVrpl%(P -s>. 
What remains now is to compute Hess q( Y, Y). 
(3.5) 
Hess q(Y, Y) = (VyVqo, Y) = Y(Vq, Y) = YIV4pI. 
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To compute Vq we use that Xv = (Vq, X) = 0 and, due to the fact that M and X are commuting 
vector fields, we also know that Mqo is constant along C,. That is for a point (s, r’) E C, we 
have Mqo(s, r’) = (Vq, M)l(s,rf) = f’(s). U . smg this we conclude that at the point (s, r’) E C, 
we have 
vq.J = f’ (p -4T) and lVqp1 = f’Js2+llh. 
From this, a simple computation shows that 
(3.6) 
Hess q(Y, Y) = IVql f” 
2q2qr - qhr/h2 
hf ,/‘m - 2 (q2 + 1/h)3’2 ’ 
(3.7) 
To prove that A9 > 0 on Ha we consider two regions: Ri = {(s, r) E Ha : r 6 T, } and R2 = 
{(s, r) E Ha : r > Ti}. On RI we show that Hess q(X, X)/(X, X) and Hess q(N, N)/(N, N) 
are positive and for an appropriate choice of 6 in (3.2), which is independent of a, they dominate 
the term Hess q(Y, Y). The simple but necessary computations are relegated to Section 5. 
On R2 we will show that Hess q(N, N)/(N, N) will dominate both Hess q(Y, Y) and 
Hess q(X, X)/(X, X). This will prove that q is a subharmonic function. 
Since p = pa/2 on the region R2 (see the observation following (3.2)), from (3.1) and (3.5) 
it follows that Hess q(N, N)/(N, N) > lOlVqp(. From (3.4) we have Hess q(X, X)/(X, X) > 
-4lVqj for r > TI, so it remains only to show that lHessrp(Y, Y)l < 61Vql. From the 
definition off one has If”/f’I -c 1 which implies If”/hf’dml < 1. On the other 
hand (3.1) implies that lqrj < l/G or lqr( < 3q. In either case a simple computation shows 
that j2q2q,/2(q2 + 1/h)3/21 < 3. Finally, from h, < 2h we have 1qh,/2h2(q2 + 1/h)3/21 < 1 
which proves the statement. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
In this section we are going to conclude the proof of Theorem 2 by constructing a family of 
nontrivial bounded harmonic functions 0 < I@~(s, r) < 1 for a E R which are invariant with 
respect to rotations around L and have the following two properties: 
uniformly in s on the set (- 00, SO] for all a, SO E IR and 
lim eO(s, r) = 1 a+-cc 
(4.1) 
for every point (s, r) E H. 
The first property shows that +a for a E IIB extend continuously to S,(M3) - {P} with 
boundary value 0. Theorem 2 now follows from (4.1) and (4.2) by standard maximum principle 
argument. 
To prove the existence of such harmonic functions we use the “Perron principle,” that is, for 
given functions q < p where 40 is subharmonic and @ is superharmonic, there is a harmonic 
function $ such that q < @ < (p. Moreover, if 9 and p are rotation invariant + can be chosen 
to be rotation invariant as well. 
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g = e’ According to the construction of go, for r > 1, we have that go(r) = d2ed’ sinh’ r, where 
dl > 1, d2 > 0 are appropriate constants. A simple computation shows that to(r) satisfies (2.9) 
on the set ((s, r) : Y 2 1). By Lemma 2.2 and (2.8), the function t (s, r) satisfies (2.9) for r > 1 
which implies (2.6) for the function g. 
This, together with (2.7), shows that all the sectional curvatures of M3 are < -k = - l/ 1000. 
On the other hand (2.12) implies (by Lemma 2.1) that the convex hull of every neighborhood 
01‘ P E S,(M3) is the entire manifold, thereby proving Theorem 1. 
3. Construction of subharmonic functions 
The construction of subharmonic functions is somewhat similar to Choi’s method. There, 
the level sets of the subharmonic functions were parallel convex surfaces. This approach cannot 
work in our case. Instead, we construct he subharmonic functions by first constructing surfaces 
F, with large positive mean curvature. Then a function can be constructed with the given surfaces 
as level sets such that the second derivative in the gradient direction is dominated by the mean 
curvature of the level sets. This makes the function subharmonic. 
From now on all the functions (if otherwise not mentioned) are assumed to be invariant with 
respect to rotations around L. Therefore, we use the coordinates (s, r) only. 
First we discuss the second fundamental form of surfaces of rotations. 
Lemma 3.1. Let C c H be a smooth curve and F c M3 be a suqace of rotation which we get 
bJ rotating C around L. Let X be a rotation invariant vectorjeld on F such that at each point 
X is tangent to the rotated image of C. Then the 2nd fundamental form of F will be diagonal 
in the basis (X, NJ. 
Proof. Let Q(.r, r, a) E F be any point, where (s, r, cx) is the coordinate system introduced 
in Section 1. Due to the fact that X is invariant under rotations around L we have, at the point 
Q( s, r. a), that 
X = a(s, r)T + b(s, r)M, 
where a(s, r), b(s, r) are functions depending only on the coordinates s, r. Taking into con- 
sideration that Na = Nb = 0 we have, from (1.5), that VNX is parallel to N, therefore 
S,. (X, N) = 0, where SF denotes the 2nd fundamental form of the surface F. This concludes 
the proof of the lemma. 
For any given a E R we construct a subharmonic function q = qa such that each level surface 
of cp will be a surface of rotation obtained by rotating a curve C, c H around the L-axis. The 
curves C, for s 3 a will all be the trajectories (emanating from the point L(s)) of the vector 
field X = T + q(r)M, where q(r) is an appropriate smooth function with q(0) = 0. Because 
q(r) does not depend on the variable s it is easy to see that the curves C,s are translates of one 
another along the vector field M. 
Let us define the set RI 1 s2 by stt = {(s, r) E R x R+ : x(s, r) < l/2} and set q1 > 2 
such that po(r)h(r) > 240 and m > 80 for r > TO. We will define the function q(r) in 
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three steps. Choose Tr > Ta such that (s, r) $ fir for r 3 Tl and s 3 a - 1. That is, according 
to the construction of the function p(s, r) we have p(s, r) = pa(r)/2 for r 3 Tl and s 3 a - 1. 
For r < TI we set q(r) = (l/A), = - sinhr/ cosh2 r . The reason for this peculiar choice 
is that that in this way the curves C, have positive curvature and they are “almost” parallel 
to “vertical” geodesics (trajectories of the vector field T). With this concrete choice the 2nd 
fundamental form of the surfaces becomes easily computable. 
For I > Tl we define q(r) in such a way that it satisfies the inequalities 
-3lql < qr < L fi (3.1) 
Since (l/a), is a negative strictly increasing function for r > 1 with 
2 sinh’ r - cosh2 r 
cosh3 r 
one can find a strictly increasing C” continuation q1 of the function ( l/fi)r on the interval 
r 3 Tl, such that 
for r > Tl. 
Taking into account that limr,,(l/fi)r = 0, f or a large enough r we have ql(r) > 0. On 
the other hand, from the choice of Tl > To, it is clear that q2(r) = PO(r)/2 - 40/h(r) > 0 
for r > Tl and since pa was constructed in such a way that limr+oo pa(r) = 0 (since h is 
an exponential function, this follows from (2.1 l)), we have limr+oo q2 = 0. This implies the 
existence of an r > TI, such that ql(r) = qz(r). Set T2 = inf[r > Tl : ql(r) = qz(r)) to be 
the smallest of those r’s. 
Clearly, (3.1) is true for q1 on the interval1 [T, , T2). 
Since PO(r)/2 is nonincreasing for r > 2, h, -c 2h and fi > 80 for r > T, > TO, we have 
(q2)r = Q?$ + $L- < f!$ < 5. 
Recall also that po was constructed in such a way that it satisfies (2.8), that is, @oh), > 0. 
Since h, < 2h, we have (PO), > -2~0. Therefore if r > Tl > TO (that is, poh > 240) we have 
> -2 > -2 + h = -3q2. 
This shows that (3.1) remains true for q2 on r > T, as well. 
By the definition of T2 we have ql(r) < q2(r) for r -c T2 which implies q;(T2) 6 q;(T2). 
Therefore, for every 6 > 0 there is a small enough E > 0 and a Coo function q(r) such that 
q(r) = ql(r)forr < T2-E,q(r) = qz(r)forr > T2+E,andontheintervalT2-+ < r < T~+E 
one has q(r) < q2 (r) and q; (T2) - 6 < q’(r) < q{ (T2) + 6. Choosing 6 > 0 sufficiently small, 
we see that q(r) satisfies (3.1) for r > TI. 
In this way we have defined the vector field X = T + q(r)M globally. Denote by C, for 
s E R the trajectory of this vector field emanating from L(s) and let F, be the surface obtained 
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We have already constructed the subharmonic functions lo, (s. Y). To construct the superhar- 
manic functions qo, (s, Y) we need the following observation. 
Let us denote by l?, the trajectory of the vector field V,vN terminating at the point L(s). In 
view of the definition of the function p(s, Y) (see (1.6) and (2.4)) it is the same as the trajectory 
of the vector field Z = T + p(s, r)M emanating from the same point L(s). Given a fixed a E R. 
for large r the difference between the vector fields Z = T + p(s, r)M and X = T + q(s, r)M 
is very small. Recall that for large r (r > T2) we have p(s, r) - y(s, r) = 40/h(r). Taking into 
consideration that &% 1 /h(r) d r -G cm, for the points (s, r’) E C, and (s, r”) E r,, we have 
0 < .s” - s’ < K(a), forall r E I%+. 
where K(a) is a constant which depends only on a. This shows that for some constant KI = 
K I (u) the curve C,, lies between the trajectories ru_-~, and r,,. 
Denote by S, the surface obtained by rotating I’, around L and by V, the component of 
M’ - .S,, containing the points L(s) for s > a. We will show that V, is convex. Indeed, by virtue 
of Lemma 3.1 it is enough to check that the principal curvatures are nonnegative in the direction 
of Z. N. In the direction of N the principal curvature is 0 because VNN = -(s1/2)Z. As for 
the other direction we need to show that 
(VZZ, W) > 0, 
where W denotes the inner normal. The computation is the same as the one we used in (3.3), 
except we have to replace the function q(s, r) by I)(s, r). That is we need to show that 
(ph), + ;p”hh,- > 0. (4.3) 
According to Section 2 p(s. r) is a positive function such that ph is convex and increasing in r. 
This proves the convexity of V,. 
Once we have a convex set we can construct a superharmonic function simply by reparametriz- 
ing the distance function to the sets If,_,, . That is, for a suitable decreasing function e(t) > 0 
with ~(0) = 1 and lim,,, e(r) = 0 the function (see [S] or [3] for details) 
(p,(Q) = e(dMQ, Va-~,)), for Q E M3 (4.4) 
will be superharmonic and also invariant under rotations around L. The set V,-K, contains the 
support of the subharmonic function qDa therefore we have 
cp,(s. r) < &(.s, r) 
on M’. In view of the “Perron principle” this will produce the harmonic functions I,!J~. 
We now turn our attention towards the properties (4.1) and (4.2). Recall from Section 2 that 
for every a E R the trajectory rU converges to the ideal point P (this was a consequence of 
(2.12)) that is, given a parametrization t -t (r(t), s(t)) with s (0) = a, r (0) = 0 of rO. we have 
lim I’% 1 s(r) = co. In view of this (4.1) is a simple consequence of (4.4). 
As for the other property let us note first that the constant 8 which we used in the construction 
of the function f in (3.2) did not depend on a E R. 
Let (so. r(J) E Ii2 x IF??+ be a fixed point. Recall the definition of the set Q c 521 and the 
construction of the functions p(,. It is then clear that there is an a~ E R such that for every 
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a < a0 we have 7’t(a) > ~-0, where Tt = r,(a) denotes the constant which was used in the 
construction of the function 40,. Thus, from (3.2) we have the following estimate for a < aa 
V~(SO, r-0) 3 max 0, a tan-‘(8(so - a)) . 
1 1 
This implies that 
lim G(SO, r0> = 1, 
a+-cc 
which in turn yields (4.2) and completes the proof of Theorem 2 as well. 
5. Appendix 
With the choice 
q(r) = -s, 
from (3.3) we have 
sinh2 Y - 1 
4r(r) = 
cosh3 r 
Hess y$X, X) 
(X? X) 
sinh2 r - 1 
cosh2 Y + 
-2 sinh Y -2 sinh3 r 
= -IV@ cosh3 r cash* Y 
sinh r cash Y + 
2 Gosh6 r
cosh3 Y sinh r 
cash r (1 + sinh2 r/ cosh2 r)3/2 
= IVVI 
cosh4 r + sinh4 r 
cash r (cosh2 r + sinh2 r)3/2 
IVY4 
‘75’ 
The last inequality follows immediately from the inequality between the arithmetic and geo- 
metric means after squaring both sides, multiplying with the denumerator of the left hand side 
and eliminating the obviously comparable terms. 
As for the term Hess gp(Y, Y) recall (formula (3.7)) that 
Hess q(Y, Y) = JVspj f” 
2q2qr - q&l h2 
hf’ ,T’- - 2 (q2 + l/h)3’2 > ’ 
(5.1) 
The first term can be estimated easily. From the definition of f we have that If”/f’l < 6 and 
so 
f” 
f’h ,/‘m 
> -6. (5.3) 
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Using the explicit expression for q, h we have for the second term 
qh, 
__ - 2q,q2 2 
sinh2 r cash Y 
+ 2(Sinh 
’ r - I) sinh’ Y 
h2 cosh6 r cash’ r 
2(q’ + I/h)“/’ = - 
( 
sinh2 r 1 
3/‘2 
2 ----+--- 
cosh4 r cash’ r i 
-2 sinha r 
= cash r (sinh2 r + cash* r)jj2 
-2 sinh4 r 
> 
2”/? cash r sinh” t 
> $. 
We consider two cases. For r -c 1 we can choose a small enough 6 (independent of LI E IR) 
such that, in view of the inequalities above, Hess rp(X, X)/(X, X) will dominate the term 
Hess cp(Y, Y) for r < 1. 
For 1 -c r -c T, from(3,5)wehaveHessq(N. N)/(N. N) > IVq/ $h(-q) = IVql asinhr. 
For 6 < $ sinh r this dominates the first term in (5.1) while the second term is dominated by 
Hess cp(X, X)/(X, X). This completes the argument. Let us remark that 8 does not depend on 
the choice of a E R. 
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